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Rough neutrosophic set in a lattice 

 
I Arockiarani, C Antony Crispin Sweety 
 
Abstract 
In this paper, we examine the relationship between rough fuzzy neutrosophic sets and lattice theory. 
We introduce the notion of Rough fuzzy neutrosophic set and Rough fuzzy neutrosophic lattice (resp 
Rough fuzzy neutrosophic ideals). Further, we discuss about fuzzy neutrosophic rough set 
corresponding to a rough set and define the terms and conditions for fuzzy neutrosophic rough lattice. 
We also prove that a fuzzy neutrosophic rough set  in  is a fuzzy neutrosophic rough lattice iff it’s 
level rough sets ))(,)(( ),,(),,(  ARAR  is a rough sub lattice of . 

 
Keywords: Rough set, rough fuzzy neutrosophic set, fuzzy Neutrosophic rough sets. 
 
1. Introduction 
In 1982, Pawlak [6] introduced the concept of rough set, as a formal tool for modeling and 
processing incomplete information in information systems. This concept is fundamental to 
the examination of granularity in knowledge. The basic idea of rough set is based upon the 
approximation of sets by a pair of sets known as the lower approximation and the upper 
approximation of a set. Here, the lower and upper approximation operators are based on 
equivalence relation. After Pawlak, there have been many models built upon different aspect, 
i.e, universe, relations, object and operators by many scholars [3, 4, 5, 10, 12]. Various notions 
that combine rough sets and fuzzy sets, vague set and intuitionistic fuzzy sets are introduced, 
such as rough fuzzy sets, fuzzy rough sets, generalized fuzzy rough sets, rough vague sets. 
The theory of rough sets is based upon the classification mechanism, from which the 
classification can be viewed as an equivalence relation and knowledge blocks induced by it 
be a partition on universe. 
One of the interesting generalizations of the theory of fuzzy sets and intuitionistic fuzzy sets 
is the theory of neutrosophic sets introduced by F. Smarandache [8]. Neutrosophic sets 
described by three functions: Truth function indeterminacy function and false function that 
are independently related. The theories of neutrosophic set have achieved great success in 
various areas such as medical diagnosis, database, topology, image processing, and decision 
making problem. While the neutrosophic set is a powerful tool to deal with indeterminate 
and inconsistent data, the theory of rough sets is a powerful mathematical tool to deal with 
incompleteness. 
Recently many researchers applied the notion of fuzzy neutrosophic sets to relations, group 
theory, ring theory, lattice theory etc. In this paper we studied relationship between rough 
sets and fuzzy neutrosophic sets. Here we give the rough approximation of fuzzy 
neutrosophic set and introduced rough fuzzy neutrosophic sub lattices, ideals etc. Also we 
defined fuzzy neutrosophic rough sets, fuzzy neutrosophic rough sub lattices, and ideals and 
studied their properties 
 
2. Preliminaries: 
Definition 2.1[2] A Neutrosophic set A on the universe of discourse X is defined as  
 
A = 〈 , , , 〉, ∈ ,  

Where , , : →]-0,1+[ and
  3)()()(0 xFxIxT AAA . 
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Definition 2.3: [2] 
A Fuzzy Neutrosophic set A on the universe of discourse X 
is defined as  
A= 〈 , , , 〉, ∈  where , , : → [0, 1] 
and 3)()()(0  xFxIxT AAA . 
 
Definition 2.2: [2] A neutrosophic set A is contained in 
another neutrosophic set B. (i.e.,) 
A B ⇔ ,	 ,  ,∀ 
x X. 
 
Definition 2.4: [2] 
The complement of a neutrosophic set (F, A) denoted by (F, 
A)c and is defined as 
 

(F, A)c = (Fc,A)  
 

Where )(F  )( F xxT cF
 , )(I 1)( F xxI cF

 ,

)(T  )( F xxF cF
 . 

 
Definition 2.5: [2] 
Let A and B) be two neutrosophic sets over the common 
universe U. A is said to be neutrosophic subset of B if A  
B and )()(,)()(,)()( xFxFxIxIxTxT BABABA   
E A, x  U.  
 
Definition 2.6: [2] 
Two neutrosophic sets (F,A) and (G,B) over the common 
universe U are said to be equal if (F,A)  (G,B) and (G,B) 
 (F,A).We denote it by (F,A) = (G,B). 
 
Definition 2.7: [2] 
Let X be a non empty set, and 

)(),(),(,,)(),(),(, xFxIxTxBxFxIxTxA BBBAAA 
 

are fuzzy neutrosophic sets. Then 
 

))(),(min(,))(),(max(,))(),((max,~ xFxFxIxIxTxTxBA BABABA
 

))(),(max(,))(),(min(,))(),((min,~ xBFxAFxBIxAIxBTxATxBA 

 
Definition 2.2: [3] Let U be any non-empty set. Suppose R is 
an equivalence relation over U. For any non-null subset X of 
U, the sets 
A1(X) = {x: [x]R  X} 
A2(X) = {x: [x]R  X ∅} 
are called lower approximation and upper approximation 
respectively of X and the pair  
S= (U, R) is called approximation space. The equivalence 
relation R is called indiscernibility relation. The pair A(X) = 
(A1(X), A2(X)) is called the rough set of X in S. Here [x]R 
denotes the equivalence class of R containing x 
 
3. Rough Fuzzy Neutrosophic Sets In A Lattice 
In this section we define rough fuzzy neutrosophic set and 
some of their operations. Further, we introduce Rough fuzzy 
neutrosophic lattices (RIFL) and ideals and study certain 
properties of them. 
 
Definition 3.1: Let U be a non-null set and R be an 
equivalence relation on U. Let A be a neutrosophic set in U 
with the truth value )(xTA , indeterminate value )(xIA and 

false value )(xFA . The lower and the upper 
approximations of A in the approximation (U, R) denoted by 

)(AR and )(AR are respectively defined as follows: 

},][/)(),(),(,{)( )()()( UxxyxFxIxTxAR RARARAR


)(AR = 
},][/)(),(),(,{ )()()( UxxyxFxIxTx RARARAR   

 
where: 

)()( xT AR =  y[x]R TA(y), 

)()( xI AR  = y[x]R IA(y),  

)()( xF AR ⋁ y[x]R FA(y) 

)()( xT
AR

= ⋁ y[x]R TA(y), 

)()( xI
AR

=⋁ y[x]R IA(y),  

)()( xF
AR

 = y[x]R FA(y) 

So 3)()()(0 )()()(  xFxIxT
ARARAR

and 

3)()()(,0 )()()(  xFxIxT ARARAR  and  

)(),(),( )()()( xFxIxT
ARARAR

)

)(),(),(, )()()( xFxIxT ARARAR : A 0,1  
  
Where “⋁ “and “⋀ “ mean “max” and “min “ operators 
respectively, and are the truth, indeterminacy and false 
values of y with respect to A. It is easy to see that )(AR and 

)(AR are two neutrosophic sets in U. 

)(AR and )(AR : A   A  are, respectively, referred 
to as the lower and upper rough NS approximation 
operators, and the pair )(AR and )(AR is called the 
rough neutrosophic set in (U, R). From the above 
definition, we can see that )(AR and )(AR have 
constant membership on the equivalence classes of U.  
 
Example 3.2: 
Let U= {S1, S2, S3, S4, S5} be the universe of discourse. 
Let R be an equivalence relation, where its partition of U is 
given by  
U/R= {{S1, S2}, {S3}, {S4, S5}} 
A={[ S1,(0.3,0.4,0.5)] [ S2,(0.2,0.4,0.3)] [S3,(0.5,0.6,0.7)]} 
be a neutrosophic set of U.  
The lower and upper approximations are obtained as 

)(AR  = { [S1,(0.3,0.4,0.3)] [S2,(0.3,0.4,0.3)] 
[S3,(0.5,0.6,0.7)]} 

)(AR  ={ [S1,(0.2,0.4,0.5)] [ S4,(0.2,0.4,0.5)] 
[S3,(0.5,0.6,0.7)]} 
 
Another neutrosophic set can be defined as 
B = {[ S1,(0.2,0.3,0.4)] [ S4,(0.3,0.5,0.4)] [S5,(0.4,0.6,0.2)]}  
 
The lower and upper approximations are obtained as 

)(BR = {[S1,(0.3,0.5,0.4)] [S4,(0.2,0.3,0.4)] 
[S2,(0.4,0.6,0.2)] [S5,(0.4,0.6,0.2)]} 

)(BR ={ [S1,(0.2,0.3,0.4)] [ S2,(0.2,0.3,0.4)]]} 
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Definition 3.3: If ))(),(()( ARARAR   is a rough fuzzy 
neutrosophic set in (U,R), the rough fuzzy neutrosophic 
complement of CA neutrosophic set denoted by

))(,)(()( ccc ARARAR   where cc ARAR )(,)(  are 
defined as 

cAR )( = },][/)(),(1),(),,{ )()()( UxxyxTxIxFx RARARAR 
and  

cAR )( =
},][/))(),(1),(,{ )()()( UxxyxTxIxFx RARARAR

  

 
Definition3.4: If A1 and A2 are two rough fuzzy 
neutrosophic set of the neutrosophic sets X1 and X2 
respectively in then we define the following: 
 
1. )()( 21 AA   iff )( 1AR = )( 2AR  and )( 1AR = )( 2AR  

2. 21 AA   iff )( 1AR  )( 2AR  and )( 1AR  )( 2AR  

3. 21 AA   )( 1AR  )( 2AR  and )( 1AR  )( 2AR  

4. 21 AA   )( 1AR  )( 2AR  and )( 1AR  )( 2AR  

5. 21 AA     )( 1AR + )( 2AR  and )( 1AR + )( 2AR  

6. 21 AA     )( 1AR - )( 2AR  and )( 1AR - )( 2AR  

 
Definition 3.5: 
Let L be a lattice and }/)(),(),(,{ LxxFxIxTxA AAA   be 
a fuzzy neutrosophic set, then A is called fuzzy neutrosophic 
sublattice of L, if the following conditions are satisfied 
(i) )}(),(min{)( yTxTyxT AAA  , 

)}(),(min{)( yTxTyxT AAA   

(ii) )}(),(min{)( yIxIyxI AAA  ,

)}(),(min{)( yIxIyxI AAA   

(iii) )}(),(max{)( yTxTyxF AAA  ,

)}(),(max{)( yFxFyxF AAA   
The set of all FNLs of L is denoted by FNL(L). 
 
Definition 3.6: 
A FNS A of L is called a fuzzy neutrosophic ideal of 
L, if he following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) )}(),(min{)( yTxTyxT AAA  , 

)}(),(max{)( yTxTyxT AAA   

(ii) )}(),(min{)( yIxIyxI AAA  ,

)}(),(max{)( yIxIyxI AAA   

(iii) )}(),(max{)( yTxTyxF AAA  ,

)}(),(min{)( yFxFyxF AAA   
The set of all FNIs of L is denoted as FNI(L). 
 
Definition 3.7: 
A FnI A of L is called a fuzzy neutrosophic prime 
ideal if  

)}(),(max{)( yTxTyxT AAA  ,

)}(),(max{)( yIxIyxI AAA  and 

)}(),(min{)( yFxFyxF AAA  , Lyx  ,  
 
Theorem 3.8: If A and B are two FNLs (FNIs) of a lattice 
L, then BA  is a FNL(FNI) of L. 
Proof: 
Let }/)(),(),(,{ XxxFxIxTxA AAA   and 

}/)(),(),(,{ XxxFxIxTxB BBB  , are two FNS of 
L. Then })(),(),(,{ XxxFxIxTxBA BABABA    
 
Where 
 )}(),(min{)( xTxTxT BABA  ,

)}(),(min{)( xIxIxI BABA   and 

)}(),(max{)( xFxFxF BABA  so that 

)}(),(min{
}}min}min{min{
}}min}min{min{

}min{

yTxT                  

(y)(x),T{T,(y)(x),TT                 

(y)(x),T{T,(y)(x),TT                  

y)(xy),T(xTy)(xT

BABA

BABA

BBAA

BABA











 
as A and B are FNLs of L, 

LyxyTxTy)(xT BABABA   ,)}(),(min{  
 
Similarly we get 

LyxyTxTy)(xT BABABA   ,)}(),(min{  

)}(),(min{
}}min}min{min{
}}min}min{min{

}min{

yIxI                  

(y)(x),I{I,(y)(x),II                 

(y)(x),I{I,(y)(x),II                  

y)(xy),I(xIy)(xI

BABA

BABA

BBAA

BABA











 
as A and B are FNLs of L, 

LyxyIxIy)(xI BABABA   ,)}(),(min{  
 
 
Siilarly we get 

LyxyIxIy)(xI BABABA   ,)}(),(min{  
Also 

)}(),(max{
}}min}max{max{
}}min}max{max{

}max{

yFxF                  

(y)(x),F{F,(y)(x),FF                 

(y)(x),F{F,(y)(x),FF                  

y)(xy),F(xFy)(xI

BABA

BABA

BBAA

BABA











  
as A and B are FNLs of L, 

LyxyFxFy)(xF BABABA   ,)}(),(max{  
 
Similarly we get 

LyxyFxFy)(xF BABABA   ,)}(),(max{  
Hence BA is FNL of L 
Proof for FNI is similar. 
 

Proposition 3.9: Let L be a lattice and A is an IFL (IFI) of L. Then )(AR and )(AR  are also FNL’s (FNI’s) of L.  
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Proof. We will prove the case of FNL. Proof for FNI is similar. 
We have  

)}(),(min{)(ie )},(),(min{)}(),(min{

L. of FNL isA  since ,)}](),([min{)()(

)()()()()(
'

][

'

][

''

][

''

][)(

''

''''

yTxTyxTyTxTyTxT

yTxTyxTyxT

ARARARARAR
yyxx

AA
yxyx

A
yxyx

AR

RR

RR












)}(),(min{)(ie )},(),(min{)}(),(min{

L. of FNL isA  since ,)}](),([min{)()(

)()()()()(
'

][

'

][

''

][

''

][)(

''

''''

yTxTyxTyTxTyTxT

yTxTyxTyxT

ARARARARAR
yyxx

AA
yxyx

A
yxyx

AR

RR

RR












)}(),(min{)(ie )},(),(min)}(),(min{

L. of FNL isA  since ,)}](),([min{)()(

)()()()()(
'

][

'

][

''

][

''

][)(

''

''''

yIxIyxIyIxIyIxI

yIxIyxIyxI

ARARARARAR
yyxx

AA
yxyx

A
yxyx

AR

RR

RR












 

)}(),(min{)(ie )},(),(min{)}(),(min{

L. of FNL isA  since ,)}](),([min{)()(

)()()()()(
'

][

'

][

''

][

''

][)(

''

''''

yIxIyxIyIxIyIxI

yIxIyxIyxI

ARARARARAR
yyxx

AA
yxyx

A
yxyx

AR

RR

RR












)}(),(max{)(ie )},(),(max{)}(),(max{

L. of FNL isA  since ,)}](),([max{)()(

)()()()()(
'

][

'

][

''

][

''

][)(

''

''''

yFxFyxFyFxFyFxF

yFxFyxFyxF

ARARARARAR
yyxx

AA
yxyx

A
yxyx

AR

RR

RR









)}(),(max{)(ie )},(),(max{)}(),(max{

L. of FNL isA  since ,)}](),([max{)()(

)()()()()(
'

][

'

][

''

][

''

][)(

''

''''

yFxFyxFyFxFyFxF

yFxFyxFyxF

ARARARARAR
yyxx

AA
yxyx

A
yxyx

AR

RR

RR








Hence 

)(AR is a FNL of L.

)}(),(min{)(  ie )},(),(min{)}(),(min{

L. of FNL isA  since ,)}](),([min{)()(

)()()()()(
'

][

'

][

''

][

''

][)(

''

''''

yTxTyxTyTxTyTxT

yTxTyxTyxT

ARARARARARyyxx

AA
yxyx

A
yxyxAR

RR

RR









)}(),(min{)(  similarly, )()()( yTxTyxT
ARARAR

  

)}(),(min{)(  ie )},(),(min{)}(),(min{

L. of FNL isA  since ,)}](),([min{)()(

)()()()()(
'

][

'

][

''

][

''

][)(

''

''''

yIxIyxIyIxIyIxI

yIxIyxIyxI

ARARARARARyyxx

AA
yxyx

A
yxyxAR

RR

RR









)}(),(min{)(  similarly, )()()( yIxIyxI
ARARAR

  

)}(),(max{)(ie )},(),(max{)}(),(max{

L. of FNL isA  since ,)}](),([max{)()(

)()()()()(
'

][

'

][

''

][

''

][)(

''

''''

yFxFyxFyFxFyFxF

yFxFyxFyxF

ARARARARARyyxx

AA
yxyx

A
yxyxAR

RR

RR









)}(),(max{)(  similarly, )()()( yFxFyxF
ARARAR

 . Hence )(AR is a FNL of L.

 
Definition 3.10: A rough fuzzy neutrosophic set A of L is 
called a rough fuzzy neutrosophic lattice (RIFL) [rough 
neutrosophic fuzzy ideal (RIFI)] if both )(AR and )(AR ) 
are FNL’s (FNI’s) of L. 
 
Theorem 3.11: If A is an FNL (FNI) of L then A is a RIFL 
(RIFI) of L. Proof. Follow from Proposition 3.4. 
 
Theorem 3.12: If R (A) and R (B) are RFNL’s (RIFI’s), 
then R (A) ∩ R (B) is also a RFLN (RFNI).  
Proof. 

We have
))()(),()(()()( BRARBRARBRAR  . 

Since )(AR  and )(BR  are RFNL’s (RFNI’s) we have 

)(R and )(R ),(R , )( BABAR  are FNL’s (FNI’s).Then 

)()( and )()( BRARBRAR   are FNL’s (FNI’s) by 
Theorem 2.5.  
So )()( BRAR  is a RFNL (RFNI) by Def 3.5  
 

Remark 3.13: The union of two RFNI’s need not be a RFNI. Consider the lattice L= {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12} of divisors of 12. 
Let R ={1,2),(3,6),(4),(12)}be the equivalence class . We define }/)(),(),(,{ LxxFxIxTxA AAA  by 
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}4.0,1.0,6.0,12,3.0,1.0,7.0,6,5.0,4.0,9.0,4,8.0,7.0,4.0,3,1.0.7.0,3.0,2,6.0,8.0,7.0,1{ A  

and }/)(),(),(,{ LxxFxIxTxB BBB 
}2.0,3.0,5.0,12,3.0,4.0,5.0,6,1.0,8.0,7.0,4,3.0,5.0,5.0,3,4.0.5.0,6.0,2,5.0,7.0,7.0,1{ B   

Here A and B are IFI’s of L.  
Now ))(),(()( ARARAR   
where })(),(),(,{)( )()()(  xFxIxTxBR BRBRBR is 

}4.0,1.0,6.0,12,8.0,1.0,4.0,6,5.0,4.0,9.0,4,8.0,1.0,4.0,3,6.0.7.0,3.0,2,6.0,7.0,3.0,1{)( AR

}4.0,1.0,6.0,12,3.0,7.0,7.0,6,5.0,4.0,9.0,4,3.0,7.0,7.0,3,1.0.8.0,7.0,2,1.0,8.0,7.0,1{)( AR Also 

))(),(()( BRBRBR   
where })(),(),(,{)( )()()(  xFxIxTxBR ARARAR is  

}2.0,3.0,5.0,12,3.0,4.0,5.0,6,1.0,8.0,7.0,4,3.0,4.0,5.0,3,5.0.5.0,6.0,2,5.0,5.0,6.0,1{)( BR

}2.0,3.0,5.0,12,3.0,5.0,5.0,6,1.0,8.0,7.0,4,3.0,5.0,5.0,3,4.0.7.0,7.0,2,4.0,7.0,7.0,1{)( BR  

clearly, )( and )( BRAR are RFNI’s.  

BA    ( )(AR  )(BR , )(AR  )(BR ) and ( )(AR  )(BR  , )(AR  )(BR )  

}2.0,3.0,6.0,12,3.0,4.0,5.0,6,1.0,8.0,9.0,4,3.0,5.0,5.0,3,4.0.7.0,7.0,2,5.0,7.0,6.0,1{   
6.0)12()43( )()()()(   BRARBRAR TT  ≱ 7.0)}4(),3(min{ )()()()(  BRARBRAR TT  

Hence BA is not an RIFI. 
 
Remark 3.14: Every RIFI is a RIFL. But the converse is not true. 
Consider the lattice and the equivalence relation given in the Result 3.8.Let 

}5.0,3.0,3.0,12,3.0,5.0,5.0,6,2.0,6.0,3.0,4,5.0,5.0,2.0,3,7.0,4.0,4.0,2,2.0,7.0,2.0,1{ B

}5.0,3.0,3.0,12,3.0,5.0,5.0,6,2.0,6.0,3.0,4,3.0,5.0,5.0,3,2.0,4.0,4.0,2,2.0,4.0,4.0,1{)( BR

}5.0,3.0,3.0,12,5.0,5.0,2.0,6,2.0,6.0,3.0,4,5.0,5.0,2.0,3,7.0,4.0,2.0,2,7.0,4.0,2.0,1{)( BR It can be 
easily verified that R(B) is RFNL, but RFNL because 

3.012)()64)((  BRBR ≱ 5.0)3.0,5.0()6(),4(max{ )()( BRBR TT  
 
4. Fuzzy Neutrosophic Rough Set (FNRS) 
In this section we introduce Fuzzy Neutrosophic rough sublattices and ideals, and define certain characterization of Fuzzy 
Neutrosophic rough sublattice (ideal) in terms of level rough set. 
 
Definition 4.1 

Let X be a rough set and ))(),(()( ARARAR   , is a FNRS in X. Then we can define an interval valued fuzzy neutrosophic 

rough set 
  

 

Where,
)( if 0             

)( if )( )( )()(

XRx

XRxxTxT ARAR




, 

 

)( if 0             

)( if )()( )()(

XRx

XRxxIxI ARAR




 

 

and 
)( if 1              

)( if )()( )()(

XRx

XRxxFxF ARAR




. 

 

Where )()()( XRXRXR   and we denote )](),([)( )()( xTxTxT ARARA  )](),([)( )()( xIxIxI ARARA  and 

)](),([)( )()( xFxFxF ARARA 
 

 

}],[],,][,[,{ )()()( )()()(  ARARAR FFIITTxA ARARAR
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Definition 4.2: 

Let R(X) be a rough lattice and ))(),(()( ARARAR  is a FNRS in R(X). Then R(A) is called a fuzzy neutrosophic rough 

sublattice (FNRI) if for every )(XRx the following hold. 

)}(),(min{)(  )( yTxTyxTi AAA  )}(),(min{)(  )( yTxTyxTii AAA   

)}(),(min{)(  )( yIxIyxIiii AAA   )}(),(min{)(  )( yIxIyxIiv AAA   

)}(),(max{)(  )( yFxFyxFv AAA  )}(),(max{)(  )( yFxFyxFv AAA  Lyx  , , 

If conditions replaced by )}(),(max{)( yTxTyxT AAA  , )}(),(max{)( yIxIyxI AAA  and 

)}(),(min{)(  yFxFyxF AAA  . Then R(A) is called a fuzzy neutrosophic rough ideal (FNRI). 
 

Definition 4.3: Let R(X) be a rough lattice and ))(),(()( ARARAR   a FNRS in R(X). Then we define and 

), ),,(),,(  AA = })(,)(,)(/)({ )()()(),,(   xFxIxTXRxA ARARAR

})(,)(,)(/)({ )()()(),,(   xFxIxTXRxA
ARARAR

, then is called L-FNRS. 

  

Theorem 4.4: Let R(X) be a rough lattice and ))(),(()( ARARAR   is a FNRS in R(X). Then R(A) is a FNRL iff 

))(,)(( ),,(),,(  ARAR  is a rough sublattice of R(X). 

Proof: First assume that ))(,)(( ),,(),,(  ARAR  is a rough sublattice in R(X). We have to prove that R(A) is a FNRL of 

R(X) . Set ],[)}(),(min{ 10 yTxT AA , ],[)}(),(min{ 10 yIxI AA  and ],[)}(),(max{ 10 yFxF AA . 

Then 0)()( )}(),(min{ yTxT ARAR , 1)}(),(min{
)()(

yTxT
ARAR

 

0)()( )}(),(min{ yIxI ARAR , 1)}(),(min{
)()(

yIxI
ARAR

 

0)()( )}(),(max{ yFxF ARAR 1)}(),(max{
)()(

yFxF
ARAR

 

Then 1)( )( xT
AR

, 1)( )( yT
AR

, 1)( )( xI
AR 1)( )( yI

AR 0)( )( xF
AR 0)( )( yF

AR
, 

Hence x, y ),,(),,( 01,101,1 ,,  AyxyxAyx   , so 1)( )(  yxT
AR

, 1)( )(  yxT
AR

 

1)( )(  yxI
AR

, 1)( )(  yxI
AR

, 0)( )(  yxF
AR

, 0)( )(  yxF
AR

. 

Let )(  or  either   )(, XRyxXRyx   

If )(or  XRyx  then 00  and 11  . 

 So that 0)( 0)(  yxT AR , 0)( 0)(  yxT AR  

0)( 0)(  yxI AR , 0)( 0)(  yxI AR , 1)( 1)(  yxF AR and 1)( 1)(  yxF AR  

If )( and XRyx  ,then )()(),()( )()()()( yTyTxTxT ARARARAR  , )()(),()( )()()()( yIyIxIxI ARARARAR  and 

)()(),()( )()()()( yFyFxFxF ARARARAR  , so  

0)()( )}(),(min{ yTxT ARAR , 0)()( )}(),(min{ yIxI ARAR  and 1)()( )}(),(max{ yFxF ARAR  

0)(0)( )(,)(   yTxT ARAR , 0)(0)( )(,)(   yIxI ARAR and 1)(0)( )(,)(   yFxF ARAR  

 ),,(),,( 10,010,0 ,,  AyxyxAyx  , since ),,( 10,0 A is a sublattice.  

So 0)( )(  yxT AR 0)( )(  yxT AR 0)( )(  yxI AR 0)( )(  yxI AR  

1)( )(  yxF AR and 1)( )(  yxF AR .  

Hence )}(),(min{][)](),([)( 1,0)()( yTxTyxTyxTyxT AAARARA    

)}(),(min{][)](),([)( 1,0)()( yTxTyxTyxTyxT AAARARA    

)}(),(min{][)](),([)( 1,0)()( yIxIyxIyxIyxI AAARARA    

)}(),(min{][)](),([)( 1,0)()( yIxIyxIyxIyxI AAARARA    
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)}(),(max{][)](),([)( 1,0)()( yFxFyxFyxFyxF AAARARA    

)}(),(max{][)](),([)( 1,0)()( yFxFyxFyxFyxF AAARARA    
So R(A) is a FNRL 
Conversely, assume that )(AR is a FNRL of R(X). We have to prove that ),,( A and  

),,( A  are sublattices of L. Let ),,(, Ayx  , then   )(,)( )()( yTxT ARAR  

  )(,)( )()( yIxI ARAR ,   )(,( )()( yFxF ARAR .  

So )}](),(min{,[)}(),(min{ )()( yTxTyTxT
ARAR

AA  , )}](),(min{,[)}(),(min{ )()( yIxIyIxI
ARAR

AA  and  

)}](),(max{,[)}(),(max{ )()( yFxFyFxF
ARAR

AA  . Hence  

)}](),(min{,[)()}],(),(min{,[)( )()()()( yTxTyxTyTxTyxT
ARARAARARA    

)}](),(min{,[)()}],(),(min{,[)( )()()()( yIxIyxIyIxIyxI
ARARAARARA    

])},(),([max{)(],)},(),([max{)( )()()()(  yFxFyxFyFxFyxF
ARARAARARA   

From these inequalities we get   )(,)( )()( yxTyxT ARAR ,   )(,)( )()( yxIyxI ARAR , 

  )(,)( )()( yxFyxF ARAR .  

Since )(, XRyxyx   
We have  

 )()( yxT AR )(),( )()( yxTyxT ARAR  = )()( yxT AR  ,  )()( yxI AR )(),( )()( yxIyxI ARAR  =

)()( yxI AR  ,  )()( yxF AR )(),( )()( yxFyxF ARAR  =. )()( yxF AR  .  

Hence ),,(, Ayxyx  .  

Thus ),,( A is a sublattice. Similarly if ),,(, Ayx   then )()( xT
AR

, )()( yT
AR

)()( xI
AR

)()( yI
AR

and )()( xF
AR

, )()( yF
AR

.  

Hence ],0[)(],,0[)(   yxTyxT AA , ],0[)(],,0[)(   yxIyxI AA ,

]1,[)(],1,[)(   yxFyxF AA .  

Hence ,)(,)( )()(   yxIyxI
ARAR

,)(,)( )()(   yxFyxF
ARAR

so ),,(, Ayxyx   Thus 

),,( A is a sublattice 
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